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Abstract: Machine Translation (MT) is one of the interesting and challenging tasks of 
Natural Language Processing. In any Machine Translation system, understanding the pair 
of  languages  involved  are  vital.  The  present  work  focuses  on  certain  issues  in  the 
development  of  Telugu-Tamil  Machine  Translation  from  the  point  of  the  languages 
involved and the dictionaries that are used in Telugu-Tamil Machine Translation System 
which are  unique since they are based on concept. The paper deals with the compilation of 
concept  based  dictionary  for  Machine  Translation  purpose  and  also  deals  with  the 
divergences arise due to the differences in the lexemes of Telugu and Tamil.

1. Introduction:
Tamil, the South Dravidian Language and Telugu, the South Central Dravidian language are  major 
languages of South India.  The Machine Translation between Telugu-Tamil  is a  best  example  case 
taken for the development of MT since there is a great demand for the Translation of texts of each of 
these languages. Normally, Machine Translation is a challenging task where computers take over the 
task of translating one language into another. Though the languages involved viz. Telugu – Tamil are 
closely related, exhibit a number  of dissimilarities in their linguistic behavior thus making the task  a 
non  trivial one.
The paper deals with the issues in the development of an automatic Telugu-Tamil Machine Translation 
System which is being developed under the project of IL-IL MT at CALTS, University of Hyderabad 
as part  of the Consortium of Indian Languages to  Indian languages Machine Translation Systems 
funded by DIT, Ministry of Information Technology, Government of India. 
The lexical resources are essential for building any Machine Translation system. The Lexicon used in 
the building of Telugu-Tamil MT  is one of the Machine Readable Dictionary types, which differs from 
printed conventional dictionaries of everyday use. The conventional dictionary is usually meant for 
defining and providing description about a lexeme. However, the concept based dictionary which is 
currently used contains  lexemes  without any encyclopedic knowledge. 

2. Concept based Dictionary or Synset:
A concept is an idea which is language specific and based on the ontology of lexemes in languages. 
The concept Based dictionary is a component of a multilingual dictionary developed for 11 languages: 
English, Hindi, Bengali, Marathi, Punjabi, Urdu, Tamil, Kannada, Telugu, Malayalam and Oriya (Cf. 
Mohanty  et.al.)  by  different  Indian  Institutions  and  are  used  in  NLP applications.  The  greatest 
advantage of using synset is the conceptually related words are grouped under a single concept and the 
equivalents  in  the  target  language  along  with  linkages  provided.  Here,  Hindi  is  used  as  a  pivot 
language and other synsets in other languages are built on the principle of translational equivalence. 
The Telugu-Tamil Machine Translation System uses Telugu and Tamil synsets which are developed by 
CALTS' NLP group and AU-KBC NLP group respectively. A lexeme used to express a concept in a 
language may not have the same meaning in all the contexts. The same lexeme may be found  in 
different contexts  expressing different meanings or concepts.  For instance, a lexical item in Telugu 
corresponds to one or more lexical (sense's) items in Tamil.
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In Telugu, the word kuttu1 is translated in Tamil as,
a. kati in the context of cIma kuttu 'to bite as an ant',
b. wE in the context of battalu kuttu 'to stitch clothes' , 
c. kuwwu in the context of ceVvulu kuttu 'to pierce ears'.

Here  the  question  of  providing  an  appropriate  equivalent  for  'kuttu' requires  word  sense 
disambiguation. The concept which is the central point of this lexeme can   help to avoid this problem. 
The  dictionary  which  we  are  proposing  as  a  suitable  one  for  Machine  Translation  is  of  concept 
centered one rather than of one to one lexical matching. A word  X in a language is taken as a concept, 
and the conceptually related words of X are provided as W1,W2,...Wn. The hierarchy of frequency is 
followed in an ascending order of giving equivalents. The links (L) are created between the source 
language and the target language lexemes. The concept Dictionary is used to perform a lexical transfer 
of the following:

(a) Situation (1) One to One :
Here a single lexical item is linked with a corresponding lexical item in Tamil.

Ex: X (sw1/L1 <--> tw1) 
(where X is a context with category, sw is a source word, L is link, tw is target word)
Ex: 
Telugu :
ID :: 7350
CAT ::  NOUN
CONCEPT ::         ఎవరకైన అపప ఇచచనపపడ లద బయంక మదలైన వటల కడబటటన 

       డబుుక బదులుగ ఆ సమయం వరక ఇచచ నశచత ధనము
EXAMPLE ::  "    శయం వడడక డబుులు ఇసతడ"
SYNSET-TELUGU ::  వడడ /TAM1

This is the link to Tamil.
Tamil:
ID :: 7350 
CAT ::  NOUN 
CONCEPT ::   வடட
EXAMPLE ::  "      வஙகயல வாஙகய கடன ொொாைகககான வடட கைைநதளளத." 
SYNSET-TAMIL :: வடட

(b) Situation (2)  Many to One :

Here  multiple  lexemes are displayed with linkages with a single lexical item
Ex: X(sw1/L1, sw2/L1, sw3/L1, sw4/L1, sw5/L1 <--> tw1)

 Telugu :
ID :: 73
CAT ::  NOUN
CONCEPT ::     అంతరగతంగ కలగ ఉనన కరయ
EXAMPLE ::  "     అందంల అందంగ ఉండ భవం ఉననద"
SYNSET-TELUGU :: భవం/TAM1, భవరథం/TAM1, భవన/TAM1, అరథం/TAM1, తతపరయం/TAM1

Tamil:
ID :: 73 
CAT ::  NOUN 
CONCEPT ::       இபபடபபடடத அலலத இபபடபபடடவர எனபைொ அறவொறகான 

 அமசம



EXAMPLE ::  "    மனொனடம மனொ ொனைம காணபபடம." 
SYNSET-TAMIL :: ொனைம

(c) Situation (3)  One to Many :
Here  a single lexeme is linked with multiple lexical items.

Ex : X(sw1/L1 <--> tw1, tw2,tw3)
Telugu :
ID :: 12019
CAT ::  NOUN
CONCEPT ::      ఒక వసుతవన దగగరక లగ సథత
EXAMPLE ::  "    అయసకంతలక ఆకరషణ శకత ఉంటుంద/    ”తన కళలలల ఆకరషణ ఉంద
SYNSET-TELUGU :: ఆకరషణ/TAM1

Tamil:
ID :: 12019 
CAT ::  NOUN 
CONCEPT ::
EXAMPLE ::
SYNSET-TAMIL :: கவரசச, வசகரம,, ஈரபப

(d) Situation (4)  Many to Many :
Here many lexical items are linked with many in the target side.

Ex: X(sw1/L1, sw2/L2, sw3/L3, sw4/L4, sw5/L5 ,sw6/L6, sw7/L7 <-->  tw1,tw2,tw3,tw4,tw5,tw6)

Telugu:
ID :: 12833
CAT ::  VERB
CONCEPT ::
EXAMPLE ::  ""
SYNSET-TELUGU ::  పరరంభంచు/TAM1,  మదలుపటుట/TAM2,  లవదయయ/TAM3, 
ఆరంభంచు/TAM4, పరరంభంచయయ/TAM5, ఆరంభంచు/TAM6, లవదయు/TAM7

Tamil :
ID :: 12833 
CAT ::  VERB 
CONCEPT ::  எழபப, ஆரமப
EXAMPLE ::   "       நட நடேவ அவன ரமாவன தரமணதைொப பறறய ேபசைச 
எழபபனான" 
SYNSET-TAMIL ::  ஆரமப,  ொொாடஙக,  எழபப,  ஆரமப,  ஆரமபம_ொசய,  தவஙக, 
எழபப
 

The dictionary uses the categories like Nouns, Verbs, Adjectives, Adverbs, Pronouns, Numerals, NST 
and  Indeclinables  such  as  Classifiers,  Quantifiers,  Interjections,   Quotatives,  Particles  and 
Conjunctions.  Other  than  this,   a  whole   list  of  functional  words  like  Case  Markers  and  Tense, 
Aspectual and Model markers are also included in the dictionary. A bilingual dictionary, which is also a 
concept based one is used as a stand-by along with the synset dictionary in case of failing.

3. Divergences of Telugu and Tamil from the point of lexicon:
A translation divergence may occur when the underlying concept or “gist” of a sentence is distributed 
over different words for different languages. According to Dorr (1990), divergences are cross-linguistic 
distinctions in which the natural translation of one language into another results in a very different that 
of the original. She proposes seven types of divergent categories comprising of Thematic, Promotional, 
Demotional, Structural, Conflational, Categorial and Lexical Divergences. This classification  of  Dorr 



(1990) on Machine Translation Divergence is taken as a base and is tried to map it with the Telugu-
Tamil Machine Translation System. The paper focuses on three divergences due to lexical aspects of 
the   languages involved in translation.

3.1 Conflational Divergence :
It occurs when the sense conveyed by a single word is expressed by two or more words in one of the 
languages. For instance, Telugu uses 'snAnaM ceVyyi' for 'bath' whereas it is expressed by 'kulYi' in 
Tamil.

II.a. TEL:  nenu snAnaM ceswAnu.
  'I  bathing do-FUT-1p.sg'

TAM:   nAnY kulYippenY.
     'I  bath-FUT-1p.sg'

ENG:    I will  bathe.

The Conflational Divergence is mainly carried out by the Multi Word Expression Module. Here the 
collocative words are given equivalents in the respective  language.  Multi-word expressions are a set 
of collocations of words which are often come with a non compositional semantics which otherwise 
could not be resolved.  These forms are  sequences  of two or more words generally express a  co-
occurrence meaning. Telugu-Tamil Multi-Word Expression Module is built up with the database which 
consummates the words of co-occurance. The root form of the two or more sequences of words are 
used in the database. For instance, the following expression of Noun (N) and Verb (V) is carried out 
during the Telugu-Tamil Translation: 

1.N N --> N N
uwwara praxeS, uwwirap pirawecam
Since 'uwwaraM' in isolation may mean either 'the north' or  'a letter', but in the context of 

the word  indicating the name of a State, it needs to be listed.
2. N V --> N V
veru ceVyyi, pirivinYE ceVy
Here the word 'veru' may mean 'separation'  and  'root'. But when it is followed by a verb 

like 'ceVyyi' it means 'to separate'.
3. N N N --> N N N
calana ciwra pariSrama,wirEp patac cafkam
Here the cinema is expressed in Telugu as 'calana ciwraM' i.e, 'motion  picture' whereas in 

Tamil it is 'screen picture'.
4. N N --> 0 N
sahajaM sixXaM,0 iyarYkE
The term 'natural product' is expressed by two words  in Telugu whereas in Tamil it is one.
5. N V --> 0 V
vidixi ceVyyi,0 wafku
xAdi ceVyyi, 0 wAkku

In Telugu, the  intensifier compounds involve two words  to express a single  intensifyied form of  the 
concept denoted by the nouns of temporal/spatial category  whereas in Tamil by the corresponding 
reduplication of the head noun.

6. REDUP  NST---> REDUP NST
moVtta moVxata, muwanY muwal



 
As described above  lexemes of special cases such as phrases, idioms which are multi word expressions 
are taken care by the MWE module before the processing enters into the  lexical transfer module.

Input :
<Sentence id="1">
1 (( NP <fs af='samuxraM,n,,sg,,o,ti,ti' head="samuxra" vpos="vib1" name=1>
1.1 samuxra NN <fs  af='samuxraM,n,,sg,,o,ti,ti'  name="samuxra"  ENAMEX  TYPE="LOCATION" 
SUBTYPE_1="LANDSCAPES">

))
2 (( NP <fs af='wIraM,n,,sg,,d,0,0' head="wIraM" drel=k7p:4 name=2>
2.1 wIraM NN <fs af='wIraM,n,,sg,,d,0,0' name="wIraM">

))
</Sentence>

Output :
<Sentence id="1">
1 (( NP <fs af='samuxraM,n,,sg,,o,ti,ti' head="samuxra" vpos="vib1" name=1>
1.1 0 NN <fs  af='^@0,n,,sg,,o,ti,ti'  ENAMEX/TYPE="LOCATION"  name="samuxra" 
SUBTYPE_1="LANDSCAPES">

))
2 (( NP <fs af='wIraM,n,,sg,,d,0,0' head="wIraM" drel=k7p:4 name=2>
2.1 katarYkarE NN <fs af='^@katarYkarE,n,,sg,,d,0,0' name="wIraM">

))
</Sentence>

3.2 Categorical Divergence :
Changes in category creates categorical divergence. It is due to the mismatch between the Parts of 
Speech Categories of the words involved in the  pair of Languages. For instance, the word cAla in 
Telugu is ambiguously  used as an adjective as well as  an intensifier. However, in Tamil two distinct 
categories of words are used as shown below:

III.a. TEL: cAlA puswakAlu unYnYAyi.
'a lot book-pl being-3.p.pl.n'

TAM: nirYEya puwwakafkalY ulYlYanYa.
'a lot book-pl being-3.p.pl.n'

ENG: A lot of books are there.

III.b. TEL: cAlA eVwwugA uMxi.
'very high being'

TAM: mika uyaramAka ulYlYawu.
'very high being'

ENG: It is very high.
Handling Strategy :
(i)  Repair Role :

 {[cAlA<$cat>][N1.gA]} =>{[cAlA<INT>][N1.gA]}
{[cAlA<$cat>][N1]} => {[cAlA<ADJ>][N1]}

3.3 Lexical Divergence:
It  arises  when  there  is  a  lack  of  exact  lexical  equivalent  but  structure  presents  a  translational 
equivalence   between the  language pair. Here, the literal translation of the source language word is 
substituted by a corresponding translational equivalent to resolve the problem.

For instance, IV.a. TEL: nAku Iwa vaccu.



'me-DAT swimming come'
TAM: eVnYakku nIccal weVriyum.

'me-DAT  swimming know-fut-3p.sg.n'
ENG: I know to swim.

Handling Strategy :
Transfer Rule :
{[N1ku][N20][vaccu]}=>{[N1ku][N20][teri<3p.sg.n>]}

 IV.b. TEL:  AmeVku kadupu vacciMxi.
'She-DAT bellyt  come-PST-3p.sg.n'

TAM:  avalYukku karppam erYpattawu.
   She  pregnancy  form-PRS-3p.sg.f'

ENG:   She became pregnant

In the above example, the idiomatic sense of 'kadupu' is 'pregnant' which  means 'the stomach'. But 
Tamil uses the term 'karppam' to express the same.

4. Conclusion:  The Telugu- Tamil Machine Translation system is built by using the concept based 
dictionaries  discussed above.  The concept based dictionaries ensure the resolution of much of the 
disambiguation presented by the words in the lexical substitution in translation.  The system is tested 
continuously by the native speaker of Tamil in order to validate its performance in the translation. The 
five scale Evaluation method of IL-IL MT is adopted for this purpose. The current comprehension of 
the outputs fall between 85-90%.

1 Transliteration Scheme using wx-notation:
 Tamil Orthography :   
  a A i I u U eV e E oV o O  H 
 k f c F t N w n p m y r l v lYY lY rY nY j s h R
 
Telugu Orthography :
  a A i I u U q Q eV e E oV o O M H
 k K g G f c C j J F t T d D N w W x X n p P b B m y r rY l lY lYY v S R s h 
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